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Overview

• Getting Started with ArcMap
- Key editing concepts for ArcMap 10
- Demo Creating Feature Templates in ArcMap
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• And now at 10,  layer-based workflow improves 
usability and efficiency!
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• More direct access to functionality
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- New floating toolbars

• Simplified snapping environment
- Snapping toolbar

• Much more…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s talk about the new and simplified editing environment in ArcGIS 10. 
One of the key enhancements of the editing environment in ArcGIS 10 is that it is now layer based. The editing functionality honors any settings that you make in the layer properties – as opposed to previous versions, where it was based on the feature class properties that you’ve set in the underlying data. 
In ArcGIS 10, you select the type features that you want to create from a list of available feature types – and that list is based on the layer symbology. 

So for example, when you set unique symbol symbology, the list of available types of features is created based on each unique symbol. The available types of features are what we call a feature templates. We are going to talk about feature templates quite extensively in this presentation



Feature Templates
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• Define information to create a feature: 
- Target layer 
- Symbol used to draw features
- Default attribute values
- Default tool
- Name, description, tags

• Automatically created
- Beginning of first edit session

• Create manually
- Copy and update properties
- Delete

• Saved in .mxd, .lyr



Create Features Window

Feature Template in Action!

Click a feature 
template to start 
creating that type 
of feature

The construction 
tool that will be 
used to create 
features

Manage feature templates



Easy Access to Tools

• Buttons on the Editor Toolbar

Trace

End Point  Arc Segment

Reshape Feature

Cut Polygons

Edit Vertices

• New Mini Toolbars



Editing Attributes

• Two main ways of adding or updating attributes: 
- Attributes window
- Table window



Setting Snapping

• Snapping toolbar

• Snapping enabled by default
• Snapping options

- Snap tips
- Snapping tolerance
- Snap symbol color

Point End Vertex
Edge



Editing existing features

• Improved selection experience
- Coincident selectable 

features

Click to open a list 
of selectable 
features.

Selection Chip

• Improved selection experience
- Coincident selectable 

features

• Multiple vertex operations
- Move/delete multiple 

vertices at once

• Improved selection experience
- Coincident selectable 

features

• Multiple vertex operations
- Move/delete multiple 

vertices at once

• Altering segments
- Change segment from 

straight to circular arc 
or Bézier curve



Editing geoprocessing tools 



Editing features with the Parcel Editor



Editing with Topology

Coincident and shared geometry

Topologically 
shared node

Topologically 
shared edge

Coincident 
boundary



• Quality control management system
• Tools for performing data QC

- Automated review
- Visual review

• Automatic documentation of 
error/anomaly

- Location
- Description
- Status  

ArcGIS Data Reviewer
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For data creation, acquisition, and manipulation projects, it is essential to maintain data quality from start  to finish. The ArcGIS Data Reviewer is a user-friendly environment that is tightly integrated with ArcGIS that provides data quality control measures. The ArcGIS Data Reviewer creates a reviewing environment to find and track errors in the database that does not encumber the production process. With the ArcGIS Data Reviewer you can :
Find errors or anomalies using a system of automated checks, visual checks, or both. 
Communicate to others working on the project using the Reviewer Table.
Perform correction verification to ensure issues were corrected properly.

The ArcGIS Data Reviewer can be purchased as a separate stand-alone extension.




Desktop Demo
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